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A hallmark of the resurgence of antigovernment forces in Afghanistan was the mass
introduction of suicide terrorist attacks. Between 2005 and 2006, the incidence of suicide
bombings increased more than fivefold, marking a sea change in the Afghan conflict.
Despite the initial jump in the volume of suicide attacks and the fear of more violence,
the number of attacks actually flat-lined while the level of other attacks increased. This
study will argue that it is the competency of the attackers employed in Afghanistan, not
the politics, technology, or targeting, that best explains the static level of suicide attacks.

On 3 August 2006, a Taliban fighter detonated a suicide car bomb in the middle of a crowded
market near Kandahar, Afghanistan, killing 21 Afghan civilians. Analysts later assessed that
the fighter may have tried to target a North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) convoy
that was passing through the town. However, the convoy was some 400 meters away at
the time of the detonation. It is unclear whether the civilians were targeted, or whether the
Taliban employed an undisciplined bomber who detonated the device prematurely.1 This
type of suicide attack has repeated itself across Afghanistan over the past eight years—the
suicide attack, foreign to Afghanistan, has become a powerful tool for antigovernment
forces to kill civilians and military forces alike. And, similar to this 2006 attack, there is
often little clarity as to which entity was the intended target.

The study of suicide terrorism in Afghanistan, like the incidence2 of the attacks, peaked
in 2007 with a landmark study by the United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan
(UNAMA). In the report, Tom Koenigs, Special Representative of the UN Secretary-
General for Afghanistan, wrote: “I hope . . . that this study in itself is not the final word on
the matter, but the start of a wider exploration of what we can all do to protect Afghanistan,
its neighbors, and the world, from this true problem from hell.”3

The destruction caused by suicide attacks, not only to the immediate victims but to
the fabric of Afghan society, should not be understated. Nevertheless, this study concerns
itself with a surprising fact: attacks have flat-lined. While suicide attacks jumped between
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820 H. Rome

2005 and 2006, the sheer number of attacks remained essentially the same in 2007, 2008,
2009, and 2010.4 The motivating question for this study, then, is not why suicide attacks
in Afghanistan have increased so much, but why suicide attacks in Afghanistan have not
increased more.

An assumption undergirding this analysis is that suicide attacks have significant power.
Over the past decade, terrorism scholars have recounted the lethality and effectiveness of
suicide attacks. UNAMA and Hoffman present data reflecting the stunning kill counts of
suicide attacks: UNAMA shows that attacks using suicide vests kill or injure 81 people
on average, and suicide car bombs average 98 victims. Hoffman’s numbers, while more
conservative, still reflect the power of suicide attacks: suicide attacks kill four times as many
people as other attacks and, in Israel, suicide attacks kill six times as many people and injure
26 times as many people. Suicide attacks have been variously described as the “ultimate
smart bomb,” a “human weapons system” and a “poor man’s nuclear weapon.”5 Further,
scholars have articulated the value of suicide terrorism in terms of strategic signaling about
the capabilities of a group or the impotence of the government. These theories bolster the
assumption that if suicide attacks are as effective and unstoppable as scholars articulate,
terrorist organizations should continue to order operatives to use such attacks.

This article, which reviews terrorist attacks against non-combatants in the years
2005–2010, approaches this question from a variety of angles. First, this study exam-
ines what, if any, relationship existed between the levels of international troops and the
volume of suicide attacks in Afghanistan. It has been reported that the deployment of
international troops to the south and east correlated with the peak of suicide attacks, and
this trend will be evaluated. Second, this study assesses whether antigovernment forces are
skilled at suicide bombings; a static level of suicide attacks is little consolation if the attacks
are getting deadlier.

This study concludes that there is little evidence to support the idea that suicide
attacks in Afghanistan are the preferred tactic of antigovernment forces. To the contrary,
in the presence of more coalition forces in a particular region, attackers have chosen to
use Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) instead of suicide bombs, despite the purported
overwhelming benefits of suicide missions. In addition, antigovernment forces have failed
to improve the effectiveness of suicide bombs. At the same time, antigovernment forces in
Afghanistan have continued killing non-combatants in record numbers using other tactics.

This study concludes that the lack of skill of individual attackers, more than politics,
technology, or targeting, can explain this shift away from suicide bombings to other tactics.
While this study is not the first to argue that Afghan suicide bombers are incompetent, this
study links attacker incompetence to the strategies of attacking organizations.

The study will proceed as follows. First, definitions and theories about suicide terrorism
will be reviewed. Second, the history of suicide terrorism in Afghanistan will be detailed.
Third, the database used for this study, the U.S. National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC)’s
Worldwide Incidents Tracking System (WITS), will be introduced. Fourth, the two cases
introduced above—troop levels and attacking skill—will be examined. Finally, the article
concludes with a discussion and outlook.

Definitions

The 2006 attack in Kandahar embodies a fundamental question: What kind of attacks ought
to be considered “terrorism”? This article specifically studies suicide attacks that are used
as a terrorist tactic. In this study, “suicide terrorism” will be used quite intentionally. This
study intentionally differentiates “terrorism” from “insurgency.”
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Revisiting the “Problem From Hell” 821

Scholars have struggled to develop a uniform definition of terrorism, given the apho-
rism that “one man’s ‘terrorist’ is another man’s ‘freedom fighter.”’6 Indeed, some scholars
have found more than a hundred definitions used throughout government and scholarship.7

In this article, the definition employed by NCTC will be used: “incidents in which sub-
national or clandestine groups or individuals deliberately or recklessly attacked civilians
or noncombatants (including military personnel and assets outside war zones and war-like
settings).”8 Defining what constitutes a suicide attack is a controversial endeavor as well.
What does it mean to be a suicide attacker—must one have the intent to die in an attack?
NCTC’s definition seeks to avoid attempting to get into the head of the attacker:

The Suicide flag indicates that the perpetrator was either part of the device
(e.g., wearing a bomb vest) or was commanding the device with the intention
of dying at the time of the attack (e.g., a car bomber driving a vehicle bomb
into a checkpoint). The perpetrator must have died as a result of the attack.9

The WITS definition is consistent with those used by other databases and scholars (see
Appendix for full WITS methodology).10

The events in Afghanistan make applying these definitions challenging. A majority11

of suicide attacks in Afghanistan appear to target foreign or domestic military entities.
Exclusively attacking the military, however, does not generally qualify as “terrorism.”
Nevertheless, antigovernment elements have continued to use suicide tactics that may
ostensibly target military units but instead kill far more civilians.12 This trend has caused
observers to determine that these attacks are acts of terrorism. For example, three of the
most rigorous databases that catalog terrorist attacks—WITS, the University of Maryland’s
Global Terrorism Database (GTD), and the RAND Database of Worldwide Terrorism
Incidents—all have concluded that the 2006 attack on the Kandahar market should be
considered an act of terrorism.13

This conclusion is reflected in how human rights groups categorize these attacks, too.
While Human Rights Watch (HRW) does acknowledge attacker incompetence and does
account for the fact that antigovernment forces sometimes kill civilians as collateral damage
in a military attack, HRW nevertheless argues that antigovernment leaders are fully aware
of these realities. “The willingness of Taliban and other insurgent commanders to continue
to deploy in highly populated areas a weapon—suicide bombers—that in practice is highly
indiscriminate amounts to a serious violation of international humanitarian law.”14 These
instances are included as terrorist attacks namely because, as the UNAMA report reiterates,
the leadership of antigovernment elements is fully aware that the attacks will kill civilians,
and leaders intend that outcome.15

This article also purposely includes all suicide attacks in Afghanistan, as opposed
to attacks for which specific groups have claimed responsibility. While this approach
runs the risk of falling into the “unitary foe” trap, this study argues that looking at all
attacks can reveal a more accurate portrayal. UNAMA reports that extremist groups—
namely, Al Qaeda, the Taliban, Hiz-i-Islami, among many others—are “eager” to claim
responsibility for suicide attacks.16 But, scholars and UNAMA17 itself acknowledge that
groups are sometimes hesitant to claim responsibility for the deadliest of their attacks.18

Further, the fragmented nature of bands of fighters claiming to act on behalf of extremist
groups complicates efforts to attribute responsibility.19 The degree of fragmentation also
could decrease the actual analytic value of attributing the attacks to a particular entity,
when the group is not uniform and is not centrally directing attacks.20 Even if proper
acknowledgment is articulated, it may not even be acknowledged by the database. For
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822 H. Rome

example, the Taliban publicly claimed responsibility for the 2006 attack in Kandahar but
this claim was not recorded by either RAND or GTD.21 WITS reported that while “[n]o
group claimed responsibility . . . it was widely believed the Taliban was responsible.”22

In that vein, this study adopts the United Nations definition of “antigovernment ele-
ments” (AGE):

These encompass all individuals and armed groups currently involved in armed
conflict against the Government of Afghanistan and/or international military
forces. They include those who identify as “Taliban” as well as individuals and
groups motivated by a range of objectives and assuming a variety of labels
including the Haqqani network, Hezb-e-Islami and al-Qaida affiliates such as
the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan, Islamic Jihad Union, Lashkari Tayyiba
and Jaysh Muhammad.23

This study is careful to not ascribe specific motivations to groups but to comment more
generally on the actions of antigovernment elements.

Suicide Bombings in Afghanistan

In order to examine the current state of suicide attacks in Afghanistan, it is important to
briefly trace the development of the tactic. The first suicide attack in Afghanistan was the
9 September 2001 assassination of Ahmed Shah Masood at the direction of Osama bin
Laden, in anticipation of a U.S. invasion.24 After 9/11, U.S. and Northern Alliance forces
drove the remaining elements of the Taliban into Pakistan. By 2002, the Taliban began a
“traditional insurgency”25 and were re-cast as the “Neo-Taliban.”26

Al Qaeda, not Taliban, forces are believed to be responsible for two attempted suicide
attacks in Kabul in 2002.27 The following year, Al Qaeda operatives detonated two suicide
bombs, including one in a car, killing police and International Security Assistance Force
(ISAF) troops.28 Nevertheless, the attacks thus far, while surely relying on logistical support
in Afghanistan, were not carried out by Afghans.29 That changed in early 2004, when a
young Afghan blew himself up near ISAF troops. While there were two additional attacks
in 2004, the tactic was still not catching on among Afghans and was mainly perpetrated by
foreigners.30

The suicide attacks, while few, caused tensions within the Taliban leadership. The Al
Qaeda tactic contradicted the Pashtunwali code that forbade suicide, and the leader of the
Taliban, Mullah Omar, initially resisted executing suicide attacks.31 It is debated why the
Taliban dropped its reservations. Williams, in several works, identifies two primary reasons:
the persuasion of Al Qaeda and the embrace of technology from Iraqi insurgents.32 He writes
that Al Qaeda’s “greatest victory” was convincing the Taliban leadership to “embrace the
cult of martyrdom,” while the influx of veterans from the Iraqi insurgency provided the
technical expertise to build suicide bombs. Johnson notes that, similar to any other new and
powerful tactic, the Taliban was able to integrate it quickly into their ongoing operations.33

However, it is important to note that unlike the pre-2001 “Taliban,” the antigovernment
elements in Afghanistan, including the Taliban, are now very disparate. As Tarzi writes,
“There did not appear to be an umbrella organization or a centralized body directing
activities, but instead several independent groups loosely linked by their drive to oust
the foreign forces in order to establish their own strongholds of power.”34 This account
challenges the importance of Al Qaeda representatives’ persuasion of Mullah Omar; his
approval or disapproval may have been irrelevant. While Omar was the near-mythic leader
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Revisiting the “Problem From Hell” 823

of the Taliban in the 1990s, the extent to which fighters respect and obey his wishes today
is “questionable.”35

In any event, the number of suicide attacks grew rapidly and, increasingly, the attacks
were carried out by Afghans themselves.36 By 2006, following a series of peace accords
with Pakistan, the Taliban secured operating space in the Federally Administered Tribal
Areas (FATA) in Pakistan for training and “large-scale indoctrination of suicide bombers.”37

Suicide attacks jumped rapidly from 16 in 2005 to 90 in 2006, then leveled off. There were
106 suicide attacks in 2007, 103 in 2008, 99 in 2009 and 103 in 2010.38 These attacks
primarily appeared to target military or government locations, but instead predominantly
killed civilians.

Data

This study primarily uses data collected by NCTC, but also uses data from four other
sources to back its conclusions.39 In this section, the NCTC database will be discussed in
detail, and the other databases will be introduced.

NCTC maintained WITS as a comprehensive database of all terrorist attacks
worldwide.40 It contained incident data from 1 January 2004 to 31 December 2011. Because
the data from the fourth quarter of 2011 was in the process of being uploaded at the time
of this analysis, the data from all of 2011 was excluded. NCTC took down WITS in May
2012,41 but the author maintains a full backup of the database.

The authors of WITS acknowledged that maintaining the database can be “more art
than science; information is often incomplete, fact patterns may be open to interpretation,
and perpetrators’ intent is rarely clear.”42 The other publicly available databases, such as
RAND and GTD, face the same challenges. WITS only includes data about attacks that it
considers acts of terrorism. To qualify as an act of terrorism, the attack must involve a (1)
subnational or clandestine group that (2) “deliberately or recklessly” attacks (3) civilians
or non-combatants.43

For the parts of the analysis that examine ISAF troop levels, the ISAF Troop Placemat is
used. The Placemat shows the approximate strength of ISAF forces by Regional Command
(RC). Unfortunately, additional granularity is not publicly available, which does limit the
strength of this analysis. Because troop levels are only available by RC, terrorist attacks
from WITS are sorted into that breakdown. The RCs represent very large sections of
territory, and it is potentially of concern that the RCs are geographically larger than the
organization of AGE. However, there is disagreement among analysts on this account. For
example, Smith, writing in Giustozzi, recounts that the “Taliban’s leadership is reputed to
divide the country into areas of operation, with the insurgents’ definition of the southern
region roughly mirroring the cluster of provinces in NATO’s Regional Command South.”
He also writes that other experts have outlined theories of “parallel insurgencies” not unified
in a single RC.44 Therefore, while this study is not afforded greater specificity because of
the sporadic release of ISAF information, there is arguably still validity in examining the
RC-level data.

ISAF data is only available by month from January 2007 to August 2010, limiting
the data points to 44 per Regional Command, because ISAF does not consistently release
monthly troop levels to the public. Further, the data is released sporadically, so only 25
months have data points. The months without specific troop values were coded “N/A.” The
five RCs are: North, West, South, East and Capital (Kabul). In August 2010, a sixth RC
(Southwest) was separated from RC South; because that only occurred on one data point,
RC Southwest was combined with RC South in the data. In the WITS data, six attacks were
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824 H. Rome

of an origin that overlapped between geographic areas. Those incidents were removed from
the analysis.

Troops and Attacks

This section will evaluate the relationship between ISAF troops and suicide attacks, to better
understand if the stagnant levels of suicide attacks nationwide over time was sensitive to
changes in troop levels. Then, this section will posit several potential theories.

Antigovernment elements appear to have two primary goals with corresponding
audiences.45 First, they target international military forces in an effort to increase the costs
of continued military presence, which could impact public opinion in the home country.
Second, they aim to challenge the Afghan government’s law and order capabilities, raising
the costs of centralized control from Kabul and signaling to local populations their power.46

Suicide attacks also serve to accomplish related goals of fund-raising and recruitment.
The rapid rise in suicide attacks against civilians correlated with several conditions: a

technology transfer from Iraqi insurgents to their Afghan counterparts; a planned move by
ISAF to extend its control over the southern and eastern provinces; the expansion of ISAF
instead of U.S. forces; a planned Taliban resurgence in Kandahar.47 However, beyond these
correlates, scholars have not assessed the specific behavior or uses of suicide attacks.

There has been little scholarly research48 about the relationship between troop levels
and suicide attacks, and the research that most famously argues for such a relationship,
the work by Robert Pape, is fundamentally flawed.49 The simplest relationship could be
that the increase in presence of foreign troops decreased the capability of antigovernment
elements to conduct any kind of terrorist attack. On the other hand, it stands to reason that
an increase in the presence of foreign troops could drive suicide attacks against civilians
higher, as antigovernment elements seek to demonstrate to the civilian population and to
Kabul that non-combatants will still die in large numbers (using fearsome suicide tactics)
no matter how many well-trained and well-equipped troops are sent in.50

If the former relationship is true, and the capabilities of AGE were degraded, the levels
of both suicide and non-suicide attacks should decline. Alternatively, a decline in suicide
attacks relative to other tactics could reflect a decision to use the suicide attacks less when
AGE are faced with increased military presence.

Results

The most obvious conclusion from Figure 1 is that, across Afghanistan, higher troop levels
are correlated with higher levels of suicide attacks against non-combatants (effect size
1254.8, std. error 160.4). But this overview provides little insight into whether the increase
in suicide attacks was simply a reflection of overall trends of increased violence. As overall
violence increases, are suicide attacks used at the expense of other tactics?

Using the WITS data, this study calculates a “suicide proportion.” The suicide propor-
tion is the percentage of all terrorist attacks that involve suicide tactics. When examining the
relationship between the suicide proportion and troop levels, the result is quite different. The
larger the level of ISAF troops nationwide, the lower the suicide proportion. On the national
level, AGE use suicide attacks less as a proportion of overall attacks when more troops are
deployed. The relationship, while negative, is weak (effect size –18.86; std. error 18.22).

In order to ensure that the nationwide data are not confounded by time or RC, the
nationwide data was analyzed after controlling for month and RC. In addition, the mean
suicide proportion was subtracted from each suicide proportion, and the mean troop level
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Revisiting the “Problem From Hell” 825

Figure 1. Suicide attacks in Afghanistan. The total number of suicide attacks is closely correlated
with the total number of troops, reflecting the increase in attacks during the same time period (left
panel). But a more useful statistic is how suicide attack usage compared to other tactics (right panel).
In fact, as troop levels increased, the proportion of attacks that were suicide trended down. ∗Troop
levels presented on logarithmic scale. Sources: NCTC WITS; NATO/ISAF Placemat.

was subtracted from each troop level. This calculation, known as “de-meaning,” is standard
procedure for the fixed effects model, which allows for the analysis of the effects specific to
each data point. When controlling for these potential confounding variables, the effect size,
while a small –0.002268, is still negative. It is important to note that, on the nationwide
level, the p value after controlling for both month and RC is not statistically significant
(0.27021; std. error 2.046e — 03; see Table 1).

However, analyzing the aggregate data on the nationwide level can mask important
differences in each RC. When examining the relationship by RC, the negative relationship
is stronger (see Figure 2). The effect size in the South is –75.40 (std. error 22.07), and the
effect size in the East is –64.54 (std. error 24.00). Nationwide, not a single RC experienced
an increase in suicide proportion vis-à-vis troop levels.

What type of attacks are AGE using instead of suicide attacks? The two other most
popular tactics are attacks involving Improvised Explosive Devices (IED) and attacks
involving firearms.51 In order to analyze the non-suicide attacks, attacks involving a suicide
element must be removed from the IED and firearm dataset. This is necessary for two

Table 1
Controlling for possible confounding variables nationwide

Control for
Control for month Control for RC month & RC

Coefficient −1.434e − 03 −3.181e − 03 −2.268e − 03
Std. Error 1.344e − 03 1.806e − 03 2.046e − 03
P value 0.2881 0.0806 0.27021

When controlling separately for Month and Regional Command, and when controlling for both
Month and Regional Command, there is no statistically significant relationship between troop levels
and the proportion of attacks that are suicide.
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826 H. Rome

Figure 2. Suicide attacks by region. The relationship between troop levels and suicide proportion is
negative among all of Afghanistan’s five Regional Commands. Troop levels presented on logarithmic
scale. Sources: NCTC WITS; NATO/ISAF Placemat.
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Revisiting the “Problem From Hell” 827

reasons. First, while attacks involving firearms could also involve a suicide attack, firearm
attacks accounted for less than seven percent of suicide attacks.52 Second, every single
suicide attack was also coded as an IED attack, so excluding “suicide” was necessary.

While all non-suicide firearm attacks increased in the presence of more troops, the
“firearm proportion” decreased in the presence of more troops (effect size –93.18; std.
error 22.43), much like the pattern seen in suicide attacks. On the other hand, the “IED
proportion” increased in the presence of more troops (effect size 85.86; std. error 15.28).
Therefore, it can be concluded that the presence of more troops, nationwide, correlated with
a substantial increase in the proportion of IED attacks, a substantial decrease in firearm
attacks and, depending on the region, a decrease of varying strength in the use of suicide
attacks.

It is not surprising that the South and East, the focus of a major ISAF campaign starting
in 2005–2006, saw the largest numbers of suicide attacks against non-combatants. What is
surprising, however, is that more troops coincided with an AGE move to increase use of
other tactics more than the suicide attack.

Tactical Skill

While the aggregate number of suicide attacks has been steady, it is little consolation to the
Afghan people if the attackers are more skilled and are killing more people in each attack.
This section will evaluate how effective suicide attacks are. Determining whether operatives
are “effective” at suicide attacks is complicated. A bomb that destroys an empty roadside
fruit stand could be deemed both a resounding success (despite not killing anyone, the
attack sends a powerful message) or an embarrassing failure (it must have been a mistaken
detonation). In order to assess the tactical success of suicide attack, analysts have used
two measures: (1) the victim yield,53 which is the number of victims killed per attack or
per attacker and (2) the count of how many suicide attacks actually failed to kill anyone,
considering those to be mistakes. This section applies both measures to Afghanistan.

Previous Measures

UNAMA’s analysis of victim yields is limited to all of 2006 and half of 2007. For 2006, it
reports that an average of 2.48 people (1.93 civilians) were killed per suicide attack. From
1 January 2007 to 30 June 2007, 2.51 people (1.57 civilians) were killed per attack.54

As suicide attacks escalated, the actual efficacy of the attacks was called into question.
Williams found that, in 2006, 43 percent of suicide attackers killed only themselves. There
were many bombs that did not detonate; Afghan police have reported finding suicide vests
around Kabul, apparently left behind by deserters.55 Williams recounts one terrorist who
tried to push his explosive-packed car into the target. The car had run out of gas.56

New Measures

Have fighters gotten better? The short answer is “no” (see Table 2). Using the NCTC data,
it is possible to isolate the average number of non-combatants killed or wounded per year
per suicide attack. The number of civilians, as opposed to police or government officials,57

can also be isolated.
In 2005, a suicide attack on average killed 1.06 people and wounded 3.75. In 2008, a

suicide attack on average killed 5.48 people and wounded 10.70. By 2010, the numbers fell
slightly, with 3.53 killed per attack and 10.40 wounded. Looking at the entire time span of
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828 H. Rome

Table 2
Victim yield in Afghanistan terrorist attacks

Total suicide Total non- Killed/suicide Wounded/suicide Killed/non- Wounded/non-
Year attacks suicide attacks attack attack suicide attack suicide attack

2005 16 479 1.06 3.75 1.39 1.45
2006 90 872 3.40 9.24 1.08 1.46
2007 106 1016 4.94 9.81 1.41 1.34
2008 103 1116 5.48 10.70 1.28 1.60
2009 99 2025 4.73 12.97 1.14 1.44
2010 103 3243 3.53 10.40 0.88 1.17

Mean 3.86 9.48 1.20 1.41
Mean (2006–2010) 4.42 10.62 1.16 1.40

Source: NCTC WITS.

2005 to 2010, each attack killed on average 3.86 people and wounded 9.48. The trends are
mirrored when isolating only civilians: 3.50 civilians are killed and 8.76 are wounded in
an average attack.

It is most striking to compare these kill rates to the average number of non-combatants
killed in all other types of attacks: on average, a non-suicide attack killed 1.20 people and
wounded 1.41. When examining the subset of only civilians, only 0.58 civilians are killed
and 0.72 wounded. It is important to note that the absolute level of casualties, compared to
Iraq, has some relationship to the types of targets chosen by Afghan organizations.58

It is also useful to examine rate of suicide attacks that have failed—attacks in which no
non-combatants are killed. Williams wrote that, in 43 percent of bombings in 2006, only
the attacker died. He found similar numbers in 2007. The WITS data from 2006 and 2007
confirms this observation; 36 percent of suicide attacks in 2006 and 29 percent of suicide
attacks in 2007 resulted in zero non-combatant fatalities.59

In the following years, did the attackers get better? It is not unreasonable to assume
that they would—with more experience in conducting attacks, terrorist groups are known
to adapt and learn. When examining the data from 2008, 2009 and 2010, there is little
evidence that improvement has taken place. While 24 percent of attacks in 2008 had zero
victim fatalities, the numbers increased to 27 percent in 2009 and 30 percent in 2010.

Discussion

This study has shown that AGE have maintained the level of suicide attacks at a constant
level while also decreasing the use of suicide attacks relative to other tactics. Also, this
study has illustrated that common indicators for attack effectiveness show little increase in
the effectiveness of suicide attacks. These findings stand in sharp contrast to the reputation
that suicide attacks have earned. What can explain this phenomena? Several potential
explanations are evaluated in this section. Ultimately, this study will conclude that repeated
attacker incompetence, more than any other factor, can explain these trends.

Concern About Civilian Casualties

Scholars and practitioners of suicide attacks argue that suicide attacks, while having the
potential to be highly effective, are often indiscriminate. Therefore, a potential explanation
for the lack of expansion of suicide attacks in Afghanistan is a concern for civilian casualties.
Williams argues that the low victim yields, combined with the lack of increase of suicide
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attacks, reflects a deliberate desire by AGE to avoid civilian casualties due to the largely
Pashtun roots of the attackers:60

This trend seems to fit the Pashtun warrior code (the Afghan bombers are
exclusively Pashtuns, with only a few foreigners) with its emphasis on acts of
martial valor. While Arab suicide bombers in Iraq seem to have no compunction
about killing unarmed women and children, Afghan-Taliban bombers were
clearly reluctant to do so.61

Consistent with this explanation, the Taliban has both externally and internally sought to
minimize civilian casualties from suicide attacks. In one case, following a particularly
deadly attack in Spin Boldak that prompted a powerful community backlash, a Taliban
spokesperson said, “We have a problem with making sure they attack the right targets,
avoiding killing civilians.”62 The Taliban has also issued instructions to its cadre, including a
2010 “code of conduct” that imposes restrictions on the use of suicide attacks: (1) the bomber
must be well trained; (2) attacks should focus on “high value targets”; and (3) attackers must
receive permission. The Taliban further implores attackers to not target civilians.63 The UN,
in response to the document, reported: “AIHRC [Afghanistan Independent Human Rights
Commission] and UNAMA Human Rights did not observe any concerted effort by the
Taliban to implement these orders or to take action against those commanders or members
who disobeyed them.”64

It is conceivable that AGE have not aggressively pursued suicide attacks because they
fear that too many civilians would be killed. If this explanation is true, it is logical to
expect that forces loyal to the Taliban, as well as other AGE, would also try to minimize
civilian casualties in other attacks, not just suicide attacks. But this is not the case. Both
UNAMA and HRW have documented skyrocketing civilian casualties caused by antigov-
ernment elements, only a small proportion of which can be attributed to suicide attacks. In
2007, UNAMA recorded 700 civilians65 killed by antigovernment forces.66 In 2008, 1,160
civilians were killed; in 2009, 1,630 were killed; in 2010, 2,038 were killed. In 2009 and
2010, UNAMA disaggregated civilian deaths caused by AGE suicide attacks. In 2009, 17
percent of civilian deaths were attributed to suicide attacks, while in 2010 only 11 percent
of deaths were attributed to suicide attacks.67

As illustrated with the discussion of the “suicide proportion,” AGE are increasingly
using IEDs instead of suicide attacks. This could indicate that IEDs are more discriminate,
meaning less civilians are killed. But this is also not the case. UNAMA explains that IEDs
placed on roadsides are often detonated by civilian buses, and IEDs are used in populated
civilian centers, such as bazaars.68

In light of the indiscriminate killing of civilians in attacks that do not involve suicide,
the argument that AGE are reducing their use of suicide attacks in order to avoid civilian
casualties is not viable.

Dissipation of the Iraq Effect?

A common element in the discussion over Afghan suicide bombings are the lessons learned
from Iraqi insurgents, dubbed the “Iraq effect.” However, the evidence that Iraqi insurgent
lessons had an enduring role in the Afghan theater is mixed.

Suicide attacks, some observers have argued, are the most complex tactical operation
to execute. For example, Wilner writes: “Suicide bombings are also the most sophisticated
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type of violence to plan, the most difficult to organize effectively, and take a considerable
amount of time, energy, and expertise to mount successfully.”69

There is a substantial body of evidence that AGE have received training from interna-
tional insurgents. Scholars have linked the initial rise in Afghan suicide bombings to the
transfer of technology and personnel from Iraq—Iraqi insurgents educated their Afghan
counterparts about constructing bombs for suicide missions.70 Taliban leader Mullah Dadul-
lah acknowledged as much in an interview: “We have ‘give and take’ relations with the
mujahideen of Iraq. We co-operate and help each other.”71 In 2005, Iraqi insurgents traveled
to Pakistan to meet with leadership of the Afghan Taliban.72 In addition to the rise of suicide
bombings, influence from Iraq has been documented in a number of other contexts, includ-
ing the adoption of sophisticated IEDs and new propaganda73 tools, such as videotaped
beheadings, which were common in Iraq.74 In contrast, other scholars have questioned
whether the technology transfer can be singularly linked to insurgents from Iraq, as fighters
from Kashmir, Saudi Arabia, and Palestine are often collocated with Afghan AGE.75

Nevertheless, whatever initial lessons were learned, observers have noted that these
skills have been lost. UNAMA stated dryly that AGE demonstrated “little sustained inno-
vation and concomitant refinement in technique,”76 which it said challenges the assumption
that Iraq tactics were particularly helpful. In addition, the capacity for centralized training
does not exist in Afghanistan; low-level commanders often take their own initiative.77

Can this lack of innovation following the transfer of technology from Iraq explain
why attackers have not used the suicide attack more? This argument about suicide attack
technology does not provide an effective explanation. AGE in Afghanistan have the tech-
nical know-how to create suicide bombs. A lack of creativity in the actual building of
bombs, or of information about tactics from Iraq, is not convincing; the largest difference
between the Iraqi tactics and Afghan tactics is the kinds of people carrying the bombs, not
necessarily the quality of the explosive device itself. In other words, there is little evidence
that technical failure is to blame when suicide attacks go wrong.

Attacker Competency

Instead of politics, technology or targeting, this study argues that the attackers are most
to blame for the lack of expansion of suicide attacks. Terrorist leaders continue to select
against suicide attacks because the attackers are not able to carry them out effectively.
In particular, this section outlines recruiting challenges, incompetence and tribal codes as
potential keys for explaining this phenomena.

Reports from international nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and international
press have recounted, horrifically, the increased use of children as perpetrators of suicide
attacks in Afghanistan. UNAMA explains how children are kidnapped from schools, indoc-
trinated and strapped with explosives. “The use of children, in particular, suggests that the
groups responsible for their ‘recruitment’ are seeing a need to employ increasing extremes
of barbarity,” UNAMA wrote. But the use of children also could also indicate increasing
desperation. While children are a relatively unlimited resource, the increasing use of chil-
dren could also indicate a failure to recruit traditional attackers—the so-called “military
age male.” The use of children reflects a broader trend, supported by anecdotal evidence
from Afghanistan and Pakistan, that antigovernment elements use attackers who are not
sufficiently skilled to properly conduct suicide attacks.

Williams outlined anecdotal evidence that suicide attackers have been found to be
“deranged, retarded, mentally unstable or on drugs”78 and others who had been bribed or
coerced into executing an attack. Another study shows that the attackers are “poor” and
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“under-educated or uneducated.”79 This assessment is consistent with Giustozzi, who writes,
on an insurgency-wide level, “The insurgents who operate in Afghanistan at the beginning
of 2009 are not, by any standard of comparison, a particularly effective, disciplined or
capable lot.”80 The actual insanity or drug use should be perceived with caution; it would
not be surprising that Afghan authorities, who are the source for some of this information,
seek to portray their foes as deranged for propaganda purposes.81 But a lack of competence
appears to be widespread.

Conventional Wisdom. The poor, uneducated, and incompetent bomber is consistent with
the popular wisdom about terrorists. However, the personal traits of Afghan suicide bombers
is important precisely because it reflects the opposite of the prevailing research on terrorists.

Indeed, a great deal of literature has attempted to debunk the conventional wisdom
that suicide attackers are poor, deranged or religious zealots. Comprehensive quantitative
studies of the backgrounds of terrorists, for example, argue that the middle class is more
likely to participate in terrorism and that wealthier members of society are more likely to
support suicide terrorism.82 Other studies83 question the assumption that bombers succumb
to “all-consuming religious devotion” (but others argue that it is a mistake to fully discount
the role of Islam).84 Another thread of research claims that attackers are mentally ill or
insane85 but studies have consistently failed to find a common psychological affliction.86

In varying degrees, the opposite of these traits appears true in Afghanistan.
How is the intelligence of a bomber and the success of an attack linked? An innovative

study by Benmelech and Berrebi applied principles of labor economics to a database of
Palestinian suicide bombers. The study found that suicide bombers who are older and more
educated are more likely to be tasked to attack larger, more difficult targets, while younger
and less-intelligent attackers are tasked to smaller targets.87 They also found that “more
educated and older Palestinian suicide bombers are less likely to fail or to be caught.”88

The general incompetence of suicide bombers in Afghanistan can explain why AGE
leaders are choosing to employ suicide attacks less.

Criticism. There are at least two potential criticisms of this conclusion: First, it is dangerous
and naı̈ve to assume that one’s enemy is irrational, insane, or otherwise incompetent.
Second, the lack of skilled attackers does not explain why IED attacks continue to be
effective.

There is no question that many terrorists are highly skilled, disciplined, and innovative
actors, and that many of the terrorist attacks over the past decade around the world were
highly sophisticated and effective operations. It is important to note that this study does
not argue that terrorist leaders are incompetent or irrational. Actually, quite the contrary:
this study argues that leaders are rational enough to limit the use of suicide bombings. The
distinction between leader and operative is an important one in political science analyses
of terrorism; Victoroff, in his famous review of the psychological traits of terrorists, argues
that “[l]eaders and followers tend to be psychologically distinct. Because leadership tends
to require at least moderate cognitive capacity, assumptions of rationality possibly apply
better to leaders than to followers.”89

Second, the primary difference between IEDs and suicide bombs is the obvious one:
the operative does not intend to die when planting or controlling an IED. Those who plant
IEDs can develop a certain competency in repeatedly conducting such attacks, which is
impossible for suicide attacks. It stands to reason that the type of person who plants an IED,
therefore, is different than the type of person who is chosen to kill themselves. Unfortunately,
there is little empirical research on the demographics of non-suicide bombers.
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Conclusion

This article used several quantitative measures to show that suicide attacks in Afghanistan
have flat-lined, and AGE have chosen to use other tactics, namely IEDs, instead. The
primary explanation for this trend, this article argues, is the general incompetence of the
attackers.

Further research could compare these findings to trends in attacks exclusively against
ISAF troops. Specific attack data is not available publicly, and examining this information
could provide valuable insight into whether tactics are different in direct engagement with
ISAF forces.

These findings have a number of potential implications. As already discussed, the use
of uneducated and potentially drugged bombers is a pointed exception to the scholarly
view that suicide attackers are rational actors. These findings also have implications on the
research about the “purpose” of suicide terrorism. A number of scholars have argued that
suicide terrorism is the most potent form of strategic signaling, illustrating the commitment
and power of a terrorist group.90 That AGE in Afghanistan are choosing to forego suicide
attacks could indicate that suicide attacks are primarily tactical, not strategic, choices.
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Appendix

WITS Methodology

“The data provided in WITS consists of incidents in which subnational or clandestine groups
or individuals deliberately or recklessly attacked civilians or noncombatants (including
military personnel and assets outside war zones and war-like settings). Determination of
what constitutes a terrorist act, however, can be more art than science; information is often
incomplete, fact patterns may be open to interpretation, and perpetrators’ intent is rarely
clear. Moreover, information may become available over time, changing initial judgments
about attacks. Users of this database should therefore recognize that reasonable people may
differ on whether a particular attack actually constitutes terrorism or some other form of
political violence. NCTC has made every effort to limit the degree of subjectivity involved
in the judgments and, in the interests of transparency, has adopted a set of counting rules
that are delineated below.

Terrorists must have initiated and executed the attack for it to be included in the
database; failed or foiled attacks, as well as hoaxes, are not included in the database.
Spontaneous hate crimes without intent to cause mass casualties are excluded, though
it should be understood that often there is insufficient information to judge whether an
attack was planned or spontaneous. While genocidal events can be interpreted as the most
extreme form of politically motivated violence against civilians, attacks in this category
are excluded, in part because of the inherent difficulty in counting such events and because
the inevitable undercount does not do justice to the scope and depth of such atrocities.
Moreover, the question of whether or not acts of genocide should be included in the WITS
database was posed to a panel of academics at the 2008 Brain Trust on Terrorism Metrics.
The panel concluded that acts that meet the criteria for genocide should not be included in
the database.

Determining when perpetrators have targeted noncombatants can also be difficult.
Military personnel and assets outside war zones and war-like settings pose one challenge
to the noncombatant provision of the definition, while police under military command and
control, and organized groups of armed civilians inside war zones and war-like settings
pose another challenge. With the approval of the 2007 Brain Trust on Terrorism Metrics,
NCTC developed a combatant matrix which details the various areas of war-like settings,
and the common actors such as military police, militias, soldiers and other combatant-like
actors. The analysts use the matrix in complex cases to determine when an act targeting
combatant-like actors should be included in WITS. The combatant matrix is adjusted as the
circumstances in world conflicts change or evolve. The distinction between terrorism and
insurgency in Iraq was especially challenging in previous years, as Iraqis participated in both
the Sunni terrorist networks as well as the former-regime-elements insurgency, targeting
both civilians and combatants and often affecting both populaces. Terrorist attacks against
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combatants count as reckless and indiscriminate when terrorists could have reasonably
foreseen that their attack would result in civilian casualties. Therefore, combatants may be
included as victims in some attacks when their presence was incidental to an attack aimed
at noncombatants, and some attacks may be deemed terrorism when it recklessly affects
combatants.

The WITS database contains a field that allows analysts to categorize an incident
by event type. Event types are coded in the database as the following: armed attack,
arson/firebombing, assassination, assault, barricade/hostage, bombing, CBRN, crime, fire-
bombing, hijacking, hoax, kidnapping, near miss/non-attack, other, theft, unknown, and
vandalism. While some incidents can clearly be coded using this taxonomy, other kinds
of attacks are more difficult to define. When it can be determined, incidents that involve
multiple types of attacks are coded with multiple event types. Incidents involving mortars,
rocket-propelled grenades, and missiles generally fall under armed attack, although impro-
vised explosive devices (IED) fall under bombing including vehicle-borne IEDs (VBIED).
VBIEDs include any IED built into or made a part of a vehicle including cars, trucks,
bicycles, and motorcycles. Suicide events are also captured, but the perpetrator must have
died in the attack for the event type suicide to be included.”

Source: From National Counterterrorism Center, “Methodology Utilized to Compile
NCTC’s Database of Terrorist Incidents.” Available at http://www.nctc.gov/witsbanner/
wits subpage criteria (accessed 28 April 2012).
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